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Ross Chambers

The Unexamined

Who Was That Marked Man?
A long time ago, perhaps it was 1963 or thereabouts, I took a flight

from Sydney to Rome. It's a long flight, there's time to chat with your
neighbor. Mine, on this occasion, was a fellow Australian, a bit younger
than I and smartly dressed. His accent was proletarian but (in Austra-
lia there's no real incompatibility) I judged him to be a successful busi-
nessman. I was even a bit intimidated: his cool urbanity contrasted more
than favorably, I thought, with the veneer of citified ways I had re-
cently picked up after spending my early years in "the bush." (There
must have been a sexual attraction, too: why else do I remember all this
so vividly?) But we chatted pleasantly enough, breaking the ice—since
he was from Melbourne and I from Sydney, then as now rival cities—
with well-tried pleasantries (Melbourne's unaccountable passion for
Aussie Rules football, the difficulty of finding decent beer in Sydney).
Oh, I forgot to specify that wewere both white, male and English-speak-
ing—but you knew that, didn't you? Some things can be taken for
granted.

As the flight approached Rome, my companion reached into a bag
and produced his disembarkation card and asked if I could help him
with it. My first thought was that he needed assistance with a docu-
ment in Italian—but then I suddenly realized the problem was of an-
other order. He could read and write, but only very laboriously; and it
quickly came out that, having emigrated to Australia in early adoles-
cence, he was now returning for the first time in more than ten years to
visit his family in Sicily and demonstrate his wealth and social success.
I couldn't have been more surprised. But now I looked again: yes, how
had I failed to notice the raven hair, the olive complexion, the dark
eyes? Suddenly my companion had slipped from the unexamined, all-
purpose category of (male) "Australian" into another, marked group,
one that could not so easily be taken for granted and instead invited
examination. In the awkward Government-sponsored euphemism of the
day, he was now a "New Australian."

At that moment, I began to learn about the contingent, context-
bound character of social classification; but I confess my first feeling,
along with surprise, was one of reassurance. The man's "whiteness"
was not (quite) at issue, but it was more compromised by his Mediter-
ranean origins than mine could ever be by my countrified crudeness,
since I belonged to the "naturally" superior category of the native-born.
The quality of my whiteness was enhanced, in other words, to the exact
degree that Ws was damaged. He was a marked man, in a way that I
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was not—even though we were both soon to emerge into the streets of
Rome where he would pass unnoticed while I would stick out like the
proverbial sore thumb.*

Markedness and unmarkedness, then, are relative categories: who
is marked and who not is ultimately a matter of context. In linguistics,
from which social semiotics has borrowed the concept of markedness,
there is no sense, though, that the unmarked /marked pair lines up with
concepts like normalcy and deviation, or unexaminedness and
unexaminability. The linguistic features that are designated as marked
or unmarked form part of a single paradigm, so that a zero-degree fea-
ture (say, the unpronounced ending of the French verb j'aime) is in dif-
ferential relation, not with the general category of marked features, but
with each and every other member of the paradigm, whether marked
or unmarked. Thus, j'aime contrasts with tu aimes or il/elle aime, in which
the ending is also unpronounced, in a way that is no different from its
contrast with, say, j'aimais or j'aimerai, with their marked endings. In
the social sphere, however, things work otherwise. The differential struc-
tures that mediate social relations are themselves mediated by the phe-
nomena we call power and desire; and one of the effects of such phe-
nomena is to distribute certain privileges to unmarkedness—the privi-
leges of normalcy and unexaminedness—while marked categories ac-
quire characteristics (of derivedness, deviation, secondariness and
examinability) that function as indices of disempowerment (although,
oddly, not always of undesirability).

There are plenty of unmarked categories (maleness, heterosexual-
ity, middleclassness being obvious ones), but whiteness is perhaps the
unmarked, and so unexamined—let's say "blank"—category par excel-
lence. Like other unmarked categories, it has the touchstone quality of
the normal, against which the members of marked categories are mea-
sured and, of course, found deviant, i.e. wanting. It is thus (unlike lin-
guistic unmarkedness) situated in an odd way outside of the paradigm
that it nevertheless defines: whiteness is not itself compared to any-
thing, but other things are compared unfavorably with it, and their own
comparability one with the other derives from their distance from the
touchstone. In other words, unmarked or "blank" categories are
aparadigmatic: it's only the marked categories that form part of a para-
digm and may therefore be compared with one another.

As a result, their relation to the unmarked categories that define
their paradigmaticity is that of a plural (having the characteristic of com-
parability) to a singular (having the characteristic of incomparability).
Thus, for example, in championship tennis, as Freadman and
Macdonald have pointed out, men's singles (there being, symptomati-
cally, no "mixed singles") is the touchstone game: men's singles is in a
different category, since it alone determines who the "top" players are,
from the various other singles and mixed games that (together with
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men's singles, however) constitute the field of "tennis." In the field of
"race," it is whiteness that occupies the position of men's singles, with
respect to the many categories of non-white, determiningwho the "top"
people are.

Something similar could be argued for all the Big Binaries, whose
unmarked vs. marked structure is more frequently bound up with a
singular vs. plural (or indivisible vs. divided) distinction than is gener-
ally recognized. Like the difference between white and non-white, that
between masculine and non-masculine, or metropolitan and non-met-
ropolitan (notice that I don't say white and black, or masculine and
feminine, or metropolitan and colonial) is the difference between an
incomparable singular and a plural—the plural of "colors" and
"ethnicities," of straight women/lesbians/gay men, of the different
kinds of colonies, "client states" and provinces—whose members are
eminently subject to comparison among themselves. Thus, gay men
are "like women"; Asians are "better immigrants" than Hispanics; Siam
(now Thailand) is "third world" though it was never strictly a colony.
But notice also that this result is produced by a certain "contamina-
tion" among the Binaries themselves. So as to make the pluralization of
the non-masculine other possible, it is necessary for the gender binary
(masculine/feminine) to be contaminated by sexuality (heterosexual/
homosexual), so that it becomes what is familiar to us under the name
of the sex-gender system; similarly the configuration of the postcolonial
world results from a contamination of the metropolitan/colonial bi-
nary with a European/non-European or West/rest binary that is itself
modeled on the city/country or capital/provinces distinction.

In the same way, in a country such as the United States, the racial
binary (white/colored) is contaminated by the concept ofethnicity (with
whiteness constituting the "blank"—non-racial and non-ethnic—cat-
egory); it thus becomes a race-ethnicity system in which Jews and "white
ethnics" mingle with Hispanics, Asian Americans and Blacks to form a
variegated class of "others." By virtue of an exactly similar system a
youngAustralian ofAnglo-Celtic ancestry (the blank category) was able,
in 1963, to put a young Australian of Mediterranean extraction into a
category that rnight have been labeled "off-white," where he began to
rub shoulders with who knows whom? (That was my mother's catch-all
phrase for the innumerable set of marked groups fromwhich our white,
lower middle-class family knew itself to be significantly different). The
class-contamination whereby—at that time and in that culture—it was
better to be a white, urban, working-class businessman than a white,
countrified, middle-class teacher, a contamination that might in other
circumstances have made me the marked category and compromised
my social status, faded into insignificance by comparison with the power
of the race-ethnicity system to determine prestige, privilege and power.
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What I'm arguing, then, is that the difference between white and
non-white depends in crucial ways on there being, in addition, differ-
ences among the multiple categories that constitute the paradigm of the
non-white, since it is only by differentiation from a pluralized para-
digm that the singularity of whiteness as non-paradigmatic, its undi-
vided touchstone character, can be produced. Thus, the fact that non-
whiteness can be black or coffee-colored or yellow or olive, African,
Asian or Hispanic, mestizo or "pure," is by this argument the essential
feature by virtue of which whiteness enjoys the privileged,
aparadigmatic status that it has. To pluralize the other, in short, is to
produce one's own singularity. But what the case of the countrified
white Australian and the New Australian from Sicily on that Qantas
flight demonstrates is, of course, that the tactic of pluralization (like all
scapegoating tactics^) can backfire. A singularity that is the product of
the pluralization of its other can be vulnerable, in turn, to a pluraliza-
tion, a divisibility of its own. There are, as it turns out, "degrees" or
"shades" of whiteness, which is a quality that can be inflected by ex-
actly the same operators (of color, ethnicity, class, etc.) that are needed
to pluralize the other.

Mine is an argument from example, but it is confirmed by
deconstructive philosophy, which teaches, of course, that there is no
difference without mixture. The equation "whiteness is to non-white-
ness as the aparadigmatic is to the paradigmatic" inevitably implies a
sense in which the supposedly aparadigmatic category actually forms
part of the paradigm, and whiteness—thus brought within the pur-
view of difference—is therefore inescapably "tinged" with non-white-
ness. It is only if whiteness was opposed to an equally homogeneous
category of non-whiteness, and only if, furthermore, there were no other
systems of social classification, that an absolute distinction between
the categories could be maintained and the purity of each sustained.
As things are, however, questions arise, as they did on that Qantas flight.
Is a Jewish lesbian as white as a straight male WASP? How does South-
ern white "trash" measure up against a light-skinned, blue-eyed, col-
lege-educated, second or third-generation, non-Spanish speaking, Cu-
banAmerican? In SouthAfrica under apartheid, visiting Japanese busi-
nessmen enjoyed the status and perks of honorary whites. Among Af-
rican-Americans in the United States, light-skinned, middle-class, edu-
cated "Blacks" can seem well on the way to becoming white by com-
parison with cousins or even siblings who may be darker-skinned or
have remained working-class, rural or poor. Identity, in the end, be-
comes describable a bit like a poker hand, in which the value of the ace
(whiteness) can be either enhanced, if one holds a couple of court cards
or another ace (masculinity, heterosexuality, middleclassness...), or al-
ternatively depreciated by association with cards of lower value
(ethnicity, color, lack of education, working-classness...).
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It would be worth looking more closely ( as the anonymous re-
viewer of this article for the minnesota review thoughtfully suggested)
into this question of the shades of whiteness, but my question for now
is: why are these facts so widely ignored, misrepresented and
misrecognized? How does whiteness retain its mythic status of
aparadigmaticity? It's not enough, it seems, for whiteness to pluralize
its other; it must in addition protect itselffrom scrutiny, under pain of
having the kind of awkward questions arise that popped up on my
Sydney-Rome flight. In addition to singularity, whiteness needs another
quality to ensure that its highly vulnerable claim to the indivisibility of
an aparadigmatic norm goes unexamined. It needs, in short, to be not
only indivisible but also invisible.

Examinability and In(di)visibility
indivisibility ensures that whiteness is thought of, contrary to the

evidence, as a uniform quality one either has or does not have, whereas
the pluralization of the other produces non-whiteness as a multiplicity
of different ways of being (of being non-white). The invisibility ofwhite-
ness, however—its ability to elude examination—depends on a further
dichotomization of the white/non-white relation, and one that inverts
in an apparently contradictory way the relation of white singularity to
the pluralized other. Whereas the other is pluralized in order to produce
whiteness as indivisible and singular, the groups that compose this plu-
ralized other are homogenized in this new relation, through what is called
stereotyping, that is, the belief that "all Xs are the same" (where X re-
fers to the members of marked, examinable groups, and perhaps, at a
certain horizon, to the whole set of members of all such groups). By
contrast with those whose identity is thus defined by their classifica-
tory status as members of a given group, whites are perceived, how-
ever, as individual historical agents whose unclassifiable difference (one
from the other) is their most prominent trait. Whiteness itself is thus
atomized into invisibility through the individualization of white sub-
jects. Where non-whites are perceived first and foremost as a function
of their group-belongingness—as Black or Hispanic orAsian (and then,
with luck, as individuals)—whites are perceived first as individual
people (and only secondarily, if at all, as whites). Their essential iden-
tity is thus their individual self-identity, to which whiteness as such is
therefore a secondary, and so negligible, factor.^

The pluralization of the other and the homogenization of others are
not contradictory, however, because each depends on the classification
of non-whites into groups. The non-white is pluralized through being
divided into groups, each of which is homogenizable through stereo-
typing, whether as an autonomous group or in association with other
groups with which it may be thought to have an affinity (thus, at some
official level in the United States "Asians and Pacific Islanders" are
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thought, implausible as it may seem, to be "all the same"). By contrast,
the category of the individual is the key to white hegemony, that is to
the unexaminedness of the degrees and divisions in whiteness (its own
forms of non-whiteness). This is because whiteness' indivisibility (as a
function of the pluralization of the other) can only be maintained
through the production of an invisibility that depends on atomizing
whiteness (as a function of the homogenization of others), distributing
it among individual historical agents whose common whiteness thus
goes unperceived and escapes examination. Since the category of the
individual shares with the singularity of whiteness the quality of
undividedness (that's what "individual" etymologically means) and is
simultaneously the factor of white invisibility, we can encapsulate the
secret of whiteness' unmarked, unexamined quality in a single port-
manteau word, in(di)visibility, and say that in(di)visibility has as its
opposite the examinability that results from the pluralization of the
other (its divisibility), in conjunction with the homogenization of the
others that result from pluralization. What does it mean, then, to be
examinable—what form of visibility as well of divisibility does this
imply—and what does it mean to go unexamined?

Let's notice, first off, that the category of examinability admits of
not one but two alternatives: one can either be unexaminable (out of
reach of examination), or one can be examinable but nevertheless go
unexamined (which is the case, I'm claiming, of whiteness). Christo-
pher Miller has pointed out that in European "Africanist" discourse,
Africa was perceived as a place of "blank darkness": it was so other
that other was not the word; there was nothing to be perceived there
and no knowledge to be had of it. "Blank darkness," by this definition,
exemplifies the category of the unexaminable; and in(di)visibility could
therefore be said to produce, at the other end of the spectrum, some-
thing like "blank whiteness," as much outside of the paradigm of di-
visible otherness as blank darkness, but normalized into familiarity
rather than exoticized, and taken for granted rather than posing a chal-
lenge by virtue of its extreme otherness. Blank whiteness is thus in the
category of the unexamined. It's as if the system comprehended two
mythic (or incomparable) categories, those of blank whiteness and ab-
solute blackness, each of which is held to lie outside of the sphere of
examinability, the one as unexamined "norm," the other as unknow-
able "other" (or extreme of otherness), and between which lies the plu-
ralized area of the multiple categories that come under scrutiny, consti-
tuting the knowable others of whiteness as the domain of the examin-
able. These in-between categories are disqualified by virtue of their oth-
erness from the status of the unexamined, but without being consigned,
beyond the limits of the knowable, to the category of unexaminability.

As a result of a long history of European colonization, "darkest
Africa" has moved, of course, from its status of absolute and
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unexamined alterity into the category of the examinable other. But one
may think that blackness, as the category diametrically opposed to
whiteness, has retained from this history a certain characteristic of ex-
tremity that gives it a particular status among whiteness' pluralized
others. In the United States, for example, it is clear that the system of
racial categories is book-ended bywhiteness and blackness respectively,
as if the in(di)visibility of whiteness was matched by the blank inscru-
tability of blackness. But this category of absolute blackness is neces-
sary, it seems, only so that there can be, by symmetry, a category of
unexamined whiteness, since Blacks don't in fact enjoy the same privi-
lege of aparadigmaticity as whites, and are lumped in to the general
mix of the pluralized other even as they are viewed as constituting the
polar opposite of whiteness. In other words, the special status of black-
ness derives from an ambiguity: it forms part of a (white/black) di-
chotomy while simultaneously functioning as only one category—the
"extreme" one—among those that constitute whiteness' pluralized
other.5 But the special status of whiteness derives from its being op-
posed to blackness as an absolute term, thanks to which it lies (unlike
blackness) outside of the pluralized group that constitutes its others.

Blank whiteness, then, as a product of in(di)visibility, escapes ex-
amination by going unexamined, while all other non-white categories,
including blackness, belong to the field of examinable others.
Examinability, as I am using the term here, refers to the unfavorable
attention to certain groups that is recognized, in its overtly hostile forms,
by terms like misogyny, homophobia and of course racism, but which
has many other more covert, polite, hypocritical and even sanctimo-
nious forms. It is not in principle the same as the practice of examina-
tion that Foucault identified as the key practice of disciplinary knowl-
edge, which is thought of as an objective scrutiny characterized by the
supposed neutrality of the examiner and based on the false assump-
tion of the separability of the examining subject and the object of ex-
amination. But historically, the disciplinary examination of marked cat-
egories (non-white, women, homosexuals, criminals, the insane...) has
in fact been difficult to distinguish from the prejudiced attention paid
to socially marked others, so illusory is the alleged neutrality of exami-
nation as a practice. Examination, furthermore, is not solely an opera-
tion performed by members of unexamined groups on members of ex-
aminable groups, as the phenomena of "internalized" misogyny, ho-
mophobia and of course racism demonstrate. What all these cases of
examination (disciplinary, prejudiced, internalized) have in common,
however, is the desire, on the part of an examining subject, not to be
confused with those who, by virtue of their examinability, are its ob-
jects, this being the case even when the subject and the object of exami-
nation are housed in the same person. It's as if the practice of examina-
tion itself resulted in the desired separation of the (unexamined) exam-
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iner from the (examinable) examined, by producing as its object an area
of examinability that can be held to imply in turn a space exempt from
examination that is occupied by the examiner. Examining thus turns
out to have the structure of scapegoating: one classifies oneself as a
member of the category of the unexamined through the very act of ex-
amining others.

If that analysis is correct, examination expresses a desire for the
separation of examiner and examined that is itself the sign of some
degree of acknowledgment that the two are in fact connected.
Examinability, in other words, is a device of disconnection: it presup-
poses the dénégation of contexts—that is, of a history^—in which the
relatedness of the subjects and objects of examination would become
apparent. The act of examining (think of this next time you come up for
a medical, or academic, or—God forbid—a judicial examination) is a
device for denying the contexts that join people. And as it happens, the
idea that such disconnectedness, as the denial of historical context, is
what defines both the familiarity of the "everyday" and the strange-
ness of the "exotic" is something I've argued on another occasion (see
"Pointless Stories"). A radical disconnection of subject and object causes
the object-world to fade into insignificance and become unworthy of
examination, so that only the doings and concerns of the subject (to the
extent that they are separable from the mere "décor" that surrounds
them) are perceived as interesting and important. This is the structure
of the "everyday," which goes unexamined as an object (like the invis-
ibility of whiteness) because it is presumed to be already known, as
opposed to the concerns, tasks and negotiations that subjects of history
engage in. The "exotic," on the other hand, results from a disconnec-
tion that brings the object-world into prominence and visibility, with a
concomitant backgrounding of the viewing subjectivity; its
examinability is proportionate to the degree to which some connected-
ness of subject and object is nevertheless experienced (otherwise it
would simply be "blank darkness," the unknowable). These discon-
nections of subject and object, I argue, are what permits historical con-
texts to be forgotten, ignored or at least backgrounded (in short, de-
nied), because the stories that actually connect the subject and the ob-
ject come to be identified exclusively either with the overlooked object
(in the case of the everyday) or with the underrated subject (in the case
of the exotic).

My claim would now be, therefore, that at the two extremes,
unexamined whiteness can be mapped onto the familiar invisibility of
the everyday and unexaminable blackness (as "blank darkness") onto
the strange unknowability of the exotic. Each is a product of discon-
nectedness and of the denial of those historical contexts by virtue of
which we are all brought together. If so, it becomes possible, in light of
this mapping, to describe the intervening area of whiteness' pluralized
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and examinable other(s) as one that has mixed characteristics. It is nei-
ther wholly familiar nor completely exotic for the reason that it is at
one and the same time both familiar and exotic. We can then under-
stand the trick of othering, from the point of view of ensuring the
unexamined in(di)visibility ofwhiteness, as the production of forms of
disconnectedness that correspond, on the one hand, to the homogenized
other's status as familiar and already known, and on the other to the
pluralized other's status as exotic. More particularly, the pluralization
of the other is a practice of exoticization while the homogenization of
others is a practice of familiarization, the outcome of the two being
examinability.

Thus, by relation to the exoticization of the plural other as a multi-
tude of diverse and colorful forms and practices, the normalcy of sin-
gular, undivided whiteness is produced as part of the familiarity of the
everyday, unworthy of examination. But at the same time, by virtue of
the homogenization of marked categories, these categories are them-
selves produced as familiar and always already known (since "All Xs
are the same"); they become part of the ordinary surroundings and
trappings, the "décor" of everyday life, by contrast with which the in-
dividuality of white subjects, their essential difference from one an-
other as the markers of history, is highlighted, their common whiteness
receding into the invisibility of the unexamined. The exotic quality of
the pluralized other produces white in(di)visibility as something rela-
tively unworthy of note, while the actual invisibility of whiteness is a
function of the foregrounding of white subjects as active and diverse
agents, by contrast with their homogenized and so always already fa-
miliar others.

The pluralization of the other and the homogenization of othered
groups are thus part and parcel of the same ploy—the ploy of
in(di)visibility. But the ploy in turn is possible because of a definitional
fact, that the other is constitutively split between familiarity and strange-
ness (as in the Freudian understanding of the unconscious as un/
heimlich). And it is that split, finally, that furnishes the means whereby
corresponding fissures in the category of whiteness are able to escape
examination. Whiteness—like other "blank" categories—is the denial
of its own dividedness through the production of its other(s) as exam-
inable, because splitting; and examinability, (producing the separation
of the unexamined and the examined), is the scapegoating device
through which the distinction between the in(di)visible (those individu-
als whose whiteness is simultaneously invisible and undivided) and
the (di)visible (those groups whose visibility is a function of their split
identity as others, and produces them as examinable) is enforced.

Of course, the (di)visibility of the examinable other has some more
obviously "political" advantages as well. Groups that are produced,
through pluralization, as different from one another while simulta-
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neously sharing a relatively small proportion of the available power,
wealth and social prestige, are groups that can readily become mutu-
ally suspicious, envious and hostile, all the more so as the hegemony of
whiteness breeds specific subforms of racism (such as "black
antisemitism") while the differential system that governs the identity
of homogenized others can indeed be deployed to justify an unequal
distribution of the relatively few social advantages that are available.
The pluralization of the other translates, in other words, into political
disunity and competitive victimhood, and forces disadvantaged groups,
whose common interests are obscured by their pluralized differences,
into the complexities and frustrations of alliance politics. Meanwhile,
white people, whose solidarity is ensured by the singularity and
in(di)visibility ofwhiteness, have little trouble in identifying their com-
mon interests and in pursuing the policies those interests dictate. (This
does not preclude the possibility of internal divisions between groups
ofwhite people, of course—say white feminists against white male chau-
vinists—but it predicts the difficulty of their being perceived as divi-
sions among white people as opposed to divisions between kinds of
"people.")

Such difficulties, bred as they are by the pluralization of the other,
are further exacerbated by the effects of homogenization and stereo-
typing. To internalize the doctrine that "all Xs are the same" is to pro-
duce forms of chauvinism (racial "pride" for example) that can obscure
the common interests people may have across the lines of social cat-
egorization, producing in many cases conflicts of "loyalty" (should my
lesbianism, my feminism or my racial allegiance take political prior-
ity?) and the kinds of "loyalty oath" that activists sometimes extract.
Meanwhile, political chauvinisms are readily identified (from the point
of view of a white politics that passes for "mainstream" because its
whiteness is unexamined) as "special interests" and their insistent claims
can be all the more easily ignored because, by the virtue of the prin-
ciple that "all Xs are the same," whatever a given X may have to say
can always be assumed, like women's "nagging," either to have been
heard before, or else to be entirely predictable, given the foreknowl-
edge one has of Xs.

It is against this picture of disunity and militancy that white poli-
tics comes to look democratic, reasonable and (not "white" at all but)
mainstream. The in(di)visibility ofwhiteness ensures that white people
doing what is in effect their own brand of special interest politics look
like so many individual agents getting on with the business of express-
ing, exploring, negotiating and even settling their legitimate differ-
ences—differences that define them, not as white people (a classifica-
tory identity), but as "people." Identity politics is alien to white people,
qua white people (I'm obviously not talking, for example, of white
women qua women or white gay men qua gay men), because whiteness
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is not a classificatory identity but the unexamined norm against which
such identities are defined, compared, examined. Their whiteness (our
whiteness) being too in(di)visible to define them (us), they (we) have
only the self-identities of individual agents. Where others may have
group identities, white people as a group are just the unexamined. But
there's more political strength in that than in all the identity politics in
the world.

Buzzing At The Glass Door
So what has to be done? What I've been describing, in a too sche-

matic and abstract way, is the operation of a hegemony, and I would
not have been able to describe it if it weren't already beginning to come
under attack, to falter and to fail. (As I write, Nelson Mandela is being
sworn in as President of South Africa.) But the hegemony is far from
dead and the question is: how to hasten its demise? And in which di-
rection to push? Should the breakdown of the power differential sepa-
rating the unexamined from the examinable take the form of bringing
the pluralized/homogenized other(s), with their group identities, into
the capacious mansion of whiteness, where individuality reigns and
racial identity becomes invisible? Or should it rather take the form of
bringing whiteness out of its aparadigmaticity and having it join those
whose differences form a paradigm, where it would become one
group—a classificatory, not a normative, identity—among many other,
comparable groups? Can both of these operations be pursued at the
same time? Are they incompatible, or are they rather in a relation of
solidarity with each other? Whatever the theoretical issues, the actual
structure and distribution of power, which inevitably makes the at-
tributes ofwhiteness widely desirable, suggests that the priority is likely
to go in the direction of bringing non-white others into the sphere pre-
viously defined by whiteness, where individuality defines subjects as
historical agents regardless of racial or ethnic identity. If so, the story of
Patricia Williams's attempt to enter the Benetton's store in SoHo has a
certain emblematic significance.

Patricia Williams, as she frequently mentions (some things can't be
taken for granted), is a Black woman law professor; to judge by the
photo on the cover of her book, she is also quite light-skinned. As an
African American woman, she still has a couple of quite substantial
court cards in her poker hand. But one day she spied a sweater in the
window of a Benetton's store and, thinking of buying it as a Christmas
present for her mother, buzzed—"Buzzers are big in New York City"
(44)—for admittance.

A narrow-eyed, white teenager, wearing running shoes and feasting on
bubble gum glared out, evaluating me for signs that would pit me against
the limits of his social understanding. After about five seconds, he mouthed:
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"We're closed," and blew pink rubber at me. It was two Saturdays before
Christmas, at one o'clock in the afternoon; there were several white people
in the store who appeared to be shopping for things for their mothers. (45)

The buzzer, of course, signified that admission to the store was
conditioned on a test of examinability, a test that Patricia Williams failed.
By virtue of a homogenization ("all Xs are the same") that made her
excludable on the strength of a classificatory identity, she was denied
the unexamined status that would have made her welcome in the store
as an individual member of the buying public. Her examinability meant
that she, and her désire to buy a sweater, could be ignored, referred
back to the everyday "décor" of a New York street where they "be-
longed," while the white people in the store went on with the impor-
tant business of shopping.

No words, no gestures, no prejudices of my own would make a bit of dif-
ference to [the clerk]; his refusal to let me into the store was an outward
manifestation of his never having let someone like me into the realm of his
reality. (45)

And so she was left pressing "[her] round brown face to the win-
dow and [her] finger to the buzzer" (44), an exemplary victim of the
glass divide—a window for some, a door for others, a partitition for
all—that separates the unexamined from the examinable in American
society, as a form of apartheid without segregation.

As Williams points out, the exclusion of Blacks from the market-
place has its historical roots in slavery, when they (like sweaters) were
the objects of transactions between historical white subjects to whom
they were simply chattels:

Blacks went from being owned to having everything around them owned
by others. In a civilization that values private property above all else, this
means a devaluation of the person, a removal of blacks not just from the
market but from the pseudo-spiritual circle of psychic and civic commun-
ion. As illustrated in microcosm bymy exclusion from Benetton's, this limbo
of disownedness keeps blacks beyond the pale of those who are entitled to
receive the survival gifts of commerce, the life, liberty and happinesswhose
fruits our culture locates in the marketplace. (71)

Notice that Williams refers quite naturally here to "our culture"—
one of which she is part—even as she laments the exclusion of Blacks
from its fruits. They have a function within the culture which is to be
excludable, on grounds of examinability, from those historical activi-
ties the culture holds to be central; they thus help to define those activi-
ties as historical and central. Mutatis mutandis, the analysis could be
extended (minus the heritage of slavery—a large omission) to the vari-
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ous other groups whose markedness similarly, but in different ways
and to different degrees, justifies their réclusion behind the glass door
that divides the national culture of the United States into those who
partake and those who, at best, are permitted to buzz for admission. In
her role as X Patricia Williams, testing the salesclerk's "social under-
standing," stood for the homogenized category of Blacks in general.
But also and by extension—in the way thatAsian American and Pacific
Islanders can be "all the same"—she stood for the set of all the examin-
able/excludable social categories that Benetton's did not wish to admit
"into the realm of [its] reality."

Something that interests me about this story is the role played by
the buzzer. It is provided as a means to get attention precisely so that
the owner of the face and the finger behind the glass can, on occasion,
be excluded from attention, ignored. Ironically enough, it means that
white people, as the unexamined, are subject to a prior examinability
that establishes their "unexamined" status. But, for others, the buzzer
stands for examinability as a form of noticeability that serves to mark
certain people as not worthy of notice—a truly curious form of atten-
tion. It's a bit like the hypocritical slide of the eyes performed in the
street (I know, I've done it) by those who identify, say, a homeless or
handicapped person only to look immediately away, as if the person
had not been sighted at all. Had I been in that Benetton's on that De-
cember Saturday afternoon, intent on selecting a sweater or engaged in
making a purchase, would I have allowed the buzzer to distract me?
Would I have noticed the "round brown face" pressed to the glass, or
perceived the "saleschild's" mouthed (unspoken, silent) words: "We're
closed"? Maybe I would have—but it's possible, more than possible,
that I would just have vaguely looked up and gone straight back to the
sweaters.

The buzzer, in this case, isn't so much about averting the gaze as
it's about not hearing messages, about selectively not hearing messages.
The glass door is one that permits visibility (Williams can see the white
shoppers inside, the saleschild can subject her to scrutiny) while, by
promoting inaudibility, it makes communication, and in particular two-
way communication, problematic. The clerk's rather straightforward
message can be "mouthed" (it doesn't need to be spoken in order to
come across perfectly clear), whereas any of the necessarily more com-
plex arguments Williams might try to make in reply will go literally as
well as figuratively unheard, given the glass baffle as well as the hum
of commerce within the store and the street din outside. Consequently,
Williams goes on quite logically, in her account of the incident, to tell of
the difficulty she had in publishing her story in a law review that in-
sisted on neutralizing it into aspecificity and pointlessness; and then of
how, when she told the story of these difficulties in a public lecture, it
was misheard and misreported in the press, its meaning distorted into
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a critique of affirmative action. A system of apartheid without segrega-
tion is one in which people share cultural "space" while communica-
tion between them is seriously muffled.

Examinability in this context—the buzzer system—means, as I men-
tioned, producing certain groups of people as noticeable in the sense
that they, their desires and projects, and their messages can be ignored.
To return to my previous analysis of otherness as split, their noticeability
is a function of their relative strangeness, while their ignorability re-
sults from the relative familiarity of their otherness, its everyday, al-
ready known quality. Examinability in this sense is the metaphorical
glass in the door that separates the members of a racially divided soci-
ety, as sharers in a common history the relevance of which is denied by
the practice of examination, so that communication is basically limited
to the one-way message: "We're closed." But the system doesn't work
without a buzzer: a shared (but denied) history implies the necessity of
a means for sorting the candidates for admission into those—the
unexamined—who will be admitted and the examinable, who will be
excluded (so that, as I mentioned, the "unexamined" is itself a category
subject to examination). Conversely to the way examinability presup-
poses a shared history which it is the function of examination to deny,
the buzzer therefore figures all the inescapable reminders of shared his-
torical context—those that make it possible for example, for a Patricia
Williams, excluded from Benetton's, nevertheless to refer to "our cul-
ture." And people who are not allowed in and whose argument may be
inaudible, can still go on buzzing, buzzing and buzzing again.

That is, they can exploit cultural commonality in order to assert
their status as individuals, the status implied by shared history, as op-
posed to the classificatory identity and the excludability that
examinability foists on them. Patricia Williams's book, with its insis-
tence on her singularity as a person and its analysis of shared U.S. his-
tory, but taken also as a rhetorical performance (its foregrounding of
her vivid personality, its performance of "craziness"), is a fine exempli-
fication of what it takes to be heard when one is on the wrong side of
the glass, pressing one's face to the window and one's finger to the
buzzer, in a society in which "the rules may be colorblind but people
are not" (120). The trick is to convert the background buzz of speech
that, like nagging, attracts attention only to be ignored, into a claim for
admission that can't be denied.

But this puts all the onus onto the excluded to demonstrate their
admissibility, as individuals, into the world of the unexamined. Would
it be too much to expect that the unexamined themselves might dis-
mantle the glass doors and superannuate the buzzers? Thus they (we)
might substitute for the attention characteristic of examinability, quick
to notice classificatory identities so that their bearers can be relegated
behind the glass, a form of attention that would be on the look-out for
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signs of individuality, signs that would be indistinguishable from the
evidence of a given person's historical relevance, and so the legitimacy
of her or his participation in whatever the business at hand might be.
For all of her criticism of the law, Williams puts her faith in affirmative
action:

It is thus that affirmative action is an affirmation, the affirmative act of
hiring—and hearing—blacks as a recognition of ind ividuality that re-places
blacks as a social statistic, that is profound Iy connected to the fate of blacks
and whites either as sub-groups or as one group. (50)

But, given a world of apartheid without segregation, in which "the
rules may be colorblind but the people aren't" (120), the success of af-
firmative action itself depends on the fulfillment of a cultural precon-
dition, one that the law itself can't legislate. The recognition of indi-
viduality that Williams seeks presupposes the abandonment both of
the categories of examinability and of the practices of examination.

In their place, I would propose, we need to substitute the concept
of readability and modes of reading, understanding "reading" to name
a relational practice that doesn't deny but actually recognizes the mu-
tual dependence of subject and object, the inescapable relevance, there-
fore, of context, and finally the particularity of social interactions, me-
diated as they may be by the codes and conventions without which
sociality itselfwould be impossible. A reader does not "examine" a text,
presumed to be disconnected from the reading subject, but enters into
an interaction in which the other (the text) is understood as relevant to
(connected with) the self. And finally, reading does not imply a distinc-
tion between the readable and the unread in the way that examination
presupposes the separability of the examinable and the unexamined;
rather, the act of reading, as I recently tried to show, presupposes the
possibility of the readers being read in turn (see my "Reading and Be-
ing Read"). Such an understanding would be the condition, I suggest,
with an apology for bringing this idea so suddenly and so briefly out of
my hat (I plan to return to it on another occasion), for social relations of
genuine mutuality, as opposed to the glass doors and the buzzers, the
system of marked and unmarked, examinable and unexamined cat-
egories, that still plagues even the best-intentioned relations today.

(But how to achieve it? I hear you ask. Well, we're just going to
have to work at it, that's all.")

Notes
^I begin with a story that illustrates my own racism, among other reasons be-
cause in my experience it's rare for the critics of racism to confess the racist
structure of their own subjectivity. Yet it's impossible to live in a racist society,
that is, to be subject to a racist culture, without being a racist cultural subject. It
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is ourselves we are trying to change, and it does no good, therefore, to begin by
pretending that we are ourselves exempt from the problems we describe.

That said, the date of the story is important: few contemporary Austra-
lians, I surmise, are likely to recognize themselves in it. Particularly offensive
is the conflation of whiteness with Australianness, as if the country was not
inhabited for 40,000 years before the white people came. But an elderly aunt of
mine, bom at the turn of the century (about the same time as modemAustralia)
and recently deceased, steadfastly refused to take a taxi unless it was driven by
an "Australian," bywhich she meanta person, preferably male, ofAnglo-Celtic
extraction.

^Scapegoating consists of singling out for blame and exclusion an individual
or group that is charged with the evils of a community:,it follows that
scapegoaters are definitionally guilty of that of which the scapegoat stands
charged, it being the general function of the act of scapegoating to produce a
kind of magical exemption of the scapegoater—a pseudo-innocence that can
always be called into question.
^For a similar argument (with less stress on individualization as such), see Dyer
(46). "White people—not there as a category and everywhere everything as a
fact—are difficult if not impossible to analyze qua white" because they are al-
ways represented as something else instead (middle-class English people, the
lesbians who live around the comer or a "boy from the bush"). My thanks to
Ian Leong for directing my attention to this article.
Mhe word inscrutability, which I use here as a synonym for unexaminability,
has a parallel colonial and racist history of its own, as witness the cliché of
"Oriental inscrutability."
^Mutatis mutandis, the same analysis applies to the dichotomization of mascu-
line-feminine or metropolitan-colonial in conjunction with the pluralization of
the (non-masculine or the non-metropolitan) other.
"An enabling step would consist of substituting an understanding of the (ne-
gotiable) genre of specific social interactions (on which see Freadman and
Macdonald) for that of the (non-negotiable because pre-given) identity of the
participants in interactions. Genre is the mediator of reading whereas identity
is the object of examinability. But it would take a long essay to explore this
idea.
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